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Scaling Algorithm Worksheet

The Right Scaling Mindset:
The process of scaling campaigns is an exciting one as it means you have a chance to make 
a LOT of money...unfortunately, LOTS of people get blinded by the potential of all of the 
Benjamins and end up LOSING a lot of money in the process.

Let me make something VERY clear:

It is 100% possible to put tens of thousands of dollars behind a campaign and drive a ton of 
profit into your business; I know because I’ve seen quite a few of them in my day.

That being said, rare is the day a company creates a single winning campaign, pours millions 
of dollars into it, and rides off into the sunset.  You’ve absoultey heard the stories of that 
happening but it’s just NOT a common occurance.

More often than not, great paid traffic funnels are made up of LOTS of campaigns on 
multiple networks catering to multiple stages of awareness.  

If you want to truly be successful with paid traffic, you need to look at each campaign as 
a base hit that is going to get you closer to your goal.  Sometimes you’ll hit a grand slam 
and you should celebrate when you do...but that’s more often the exception than the rule.

If you have the right MINDSET behind scaling, you’ll be a lot happier when working to scale 
your campaigns than the average joes who but all of their hopes and dreams behind a 
single campaign or network and end up with no business a few short months later.

We’ve seen it happen with Adwords advertisers and, more recently, Facebook advertisers. 
Paid traffic costs will ALWAYS go up; so diversify your risk before it’s too late.

A favorite saying around AdSkills is “build a marketing stool you’d be comfortable sitting 
on upside down.”  Single legged stools aren’t stable NOR comfortable to sit on that way!

Now that I’ve set expectations, use this document to guide you on your scaling journey.

If you run into any problems or need some help troubleshooting your campaigns, our 
community of pros are always available to answer questions inside of AdSkills’ Pro League.  
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The AdSkills Out & Up Scaling Model:

Now that you understand the mindset inhabit when talking about scaling, I want to introduce 
you to what we call the “AdSkills Out & Up Scaling Model.”

Important Notes:

The above diagram is the guide we use to remember what scaling is all about.  

1. Scaling Out:

We do everything possible to maximize our returns at each stage but it’s important to 
remember there’s always a limit to profitable scale.  This keeps us HUNGRY to build more.

2. Scaling Up:
 
We remember there’s more scale as we move up but also that new offers, ads, and campaigns 
need to be created to appeal to those prospects.  This allows us to stay grounded in reality 
and not forget that scaling requires EFFORT...it’s not just pushing a button.
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Steps To Scaling Out:

We think of scaling out as the process of soaking as much profit out of our existing assets 
to generate more returns.  We’ve created the offers we’ve got for a reason and if we did 
our research correctly, it should appeal to SOMEONE without having to create a new one.

All we need to do is find the correct targeting on the right networks and build ads that will 
attract our target audience.

Once we’ve got a few campaigns that have been optimized using our optimization algorithm, 
we take the following steps to soak as much juice our of them as we can:

1. Increase Budget By 10% Daily:

This may not be a sexy number to throw out for budget increases but it’s important because 
it allows algorithms to stay dialed in as we’re not asking it to do double or triple the work...
just an extra 10%.

2. Create New Ad Groups With Additional Targeting

Your initial campaign plan tested around 5 different types of targeting (5x3 method) but 
there are other options out there that you can test with your now optimized campaigns.  
Some may work, most won’t but it’s important to keep testing.

3. New Ad Groups For Minor Geographies

If you followed our optimization algorithm, your winning campaigns are focused on the 
geographies producing the most results.  As you look to scale, you’ll want to create new ad 
groups that focus on your non-key geos to see what you can get out of them.

4. Create Lookalike Audiences When Possible

One of the best options for scaling is using lookalike or similar audiences.  They are available 
on most of the major ad networks and allow you to tap into the network’s customer data 
they won’t share with you.

The only note about this is that lookalike audiences don’t typically work as well for lower 
stages of awareness as your offers are catered for more educate individuals.
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Steps To Scaling Up:

Scaling up is an exciting experience because it means you’ve found profit using this ad 
network and now you want to see if you can drive more volume into your business.

That being said, it’s important to ask yourself a few questions before going all-in:

1. Do The Remaining Stages Of Awareness Fall Into This Network’s Strengths?

While you may have two or three stages of awareness left to scale, some ad networks don’t 
have great targeting for that stage OR the CPMs may be too high to make the numbers 
work. Sometimes the juice just isn’t worth the squeeze.

2. Am I Willing To Put In The Time To Build A New Offer For This Stage?

Remember, each stage of awareness requires a different “pitch” in order to bring their 
awareness to the right place to build the interest and desire required to make them act.  
You don’t have to sell a new product but you do need to package it in a different way.

It’s important to remember that each stage UP requires more education, more selling, and 
more risk reduction to turn a prospect into a customer.  If you aren’t up for the work, don’t 
try to tackle this stage.

3. How Can I Reduce Risk Yet Provide MASSIVE VALUE For Prospects In This Stage?

The most important question we think about when opening a new stage of awareness is 
how to convert prospects into CUSTOMERS at this stage while minimizing risk and delivering 
an incredible experience.

Our goal is to get customers to buy all of our Bulletproof courses so they can be successful 
advertisers across every ad network...but people who haven’t heard about us are skiddish.

Many have had poor experiences with courses and don’t want to shell out a bunch of cash 
to guys they don’t know; that’s why we built mini-courses that took our best knowledge 
and allowed them to pay whatever they wanted to give us a try.

We minimized their risk, delivered maximum value, and gave ourselves the opportunity to 
build a deeper relationship and become their trusted advisors.  How can you do the same 
for your prospects and GIVE YOURSELF A SHOT to become THEIR heros??
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Closing Notes:

If there’s one thing you take away from this resource, it’s that there’s more to scaling than 
adding X% budget to your campaigns, duplicating ad groups at $Y spent, and sailing off 
into the sunset on the back of a single campaign.

Each of those pieces are TACTICS that are specific to each ad network and require you to 
test to see how the algorithms respond.

What will help you be more successful on the whole is building the mindset that scaling 
is about soaking everything you can out of your existing offers and understanding what 
needs to be done to level up.

If you have any issues with scaling or need some professional help to get you through a 
sticky situation, check out the AdSkills Pro League.

It’s a community of professional media buyers who do this stuff on a daily basis and are 
more than happy to share their experiences to help you get to where you want to go.

Please note, it is NOT included with our courses (meaning it’s an additional cost) but it 
comes with a 30 Day Money Back Guarantee.  If you don’t get the help you need, you 
shouldn’t have to pay for it!
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